This work presents an experimental design for studying low-velocity collisions into granular surfaces in lowgravity. In the experiment apparatus, reduced-gravity is simulated by releasing a free-falling projectile into a surface container with a downward acceleration less than that of Earth's gravity. The acceleration of the surface is controlled through the use of an Atwood machine, or a system of pulleys and counterweights. The starting height of the surface container and the initial separation distance between the projectile and surface are variable and chosen to accommodate collision velocities up to 20 cm/s and effective accelerations of ∼0.1 -1.0 m/s 2 . Accelerometers, placed on the surface container and inside the projectile, provide acceleration data, while high-speed cameras capture the collision and act as secondary data sources. The experiment is built into an existing 5.5 m drop-tower frame and requires the custom design of all components, including the projectile, surface sample container, release mechanism and deceleration system. Data from calibration tests verify the efficiency of the experiment's deceleration system and provide a quantitative understanding of the performance of the Atwood system.
I. INTRODUCTION
On November 12, 2014, the European Space Agency's Rosetta spacecraft became the first mission to successfully deliver a lander to a comet's surface. Though the Philae lander eventually came to rest, its anchoring harpoons failed to fire upon descent, and the lander proceeded to rebound twice over a duration of approximately 2 hours before reaching its final destination, roughly 1 km away from the intended landing site 1,2 . These unanticipated events led to significant changes in the operational schedule in order to perform as many scientific measurements as possible, within the limited lifetime of the lander.
The Rosetta events provide one example of how mission planning can be influenced by lander-surface interactions. Hayabusa-2, a Japanese Space Agency (JAXA) asteroid sample-return mission, will be facing similar challenges to Rosetta in the coming years. The Hayabusa-2 spacecraft will arrive at the C-type near-Earth asteroid (162173) Ryugu in mid-2018 and deploy several science payloads to its surface 3 . Among these payloads is a 10 kg lander, the Mobile Asteroid Surface Scout (MASCOT), provided by the German Space Agency (DLR) with coopa) Currently employed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA, 91107, USA eration from the French Centre National d'Etudes Spaciales (CNES). In addition to housing four instruments for in-situ science investigation, MASCOT contains a mobility mechanism that will correct its orientation and enable it to hop to various measurement sites 4 . A lander similar to MASCOT is also proposed to be part of the European Space Agency's (ESA) Asteroid Impact Mission (AIM). AIM is one part of the Asteroid Impact & Deflection Assessment (AIDA) mission together with NASA's Double Asteroid Redirection Test (DART) mission. AIM and DART complement each other in the validation of the kinetic impact approach to deflect threatening asteroids as well as in the characterization of physical and dynamical properties of the mission target, the Didymos binary asteroid system 5, 6 . Based on thermal infrared observations [7] [8] [9] [10] and previous space missions [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , it is strongly believed that asteroids are covered by loose regolith 18 . The asteroids' granular surfaces, in combination with the low surface gravity, make it difficult to predict a lander's collision behavior from existing theoretical models. This is partially due to the fact that granular materials have the ability to display either solid, liquid, or gaseous behavior. Anticipating rebound dynamics is particularly important for landers, like MASCOT, that do not have attitude control or propulsion systems. While an analysis of the Philae mission may assist in MASCOT's operation planning, further experimentation is required to construct and validate landing models.
The objective of this work, derived from the needs of current and future small-body missions, is to present an experimental design for studying low-velocity collisions into granular surfaces in low gravity. Though this set-up is designed specifically around a collision study, this work shows how the experiment concept can be re-configured and used as a repeatable and inexpensive method for general reduced-gravity testing.
Section II outlines the main considerations behind the design of this experiment while Section III describes setup itself. Section IV explains the supporting theory used to construct the experiment set-up and Section V details its performance. Lastly, Sections VI and VII discuss how this set-up will be used for future experimentation and how it can be reconfigured to accommodate other low gravity tests.
II. BACKGROUND ON REDUCED GRAVITY EXPERIMENTATION
Reduced-gravity experimentation has been a continued challenge for the Space industry. Present-day methods of simulating micro-gravity on Earth include parabolic flights, drop-towers, neutral buoyancy laboratories, magnetic levitation, rotating wall vessels, and off-loading gantries.
The budget and scheduling constraints associated with parabolic flights, large, air-evacuated drop towers, and neutral buoyancy laboratories can make these facilities impractical for frequent use. Furthermore, the majority of these methods are difficult to implement for more complicated, dynamic experiments. In order for neutral buoyancy or magnetic levitation to be effective for granular experiments, each particle must be neutrally buoyant or magnetically levitated. Off-loading weight from only the container or projectile will not suffice, because the particles inside of the container will still feel the effects of gravity.
Drop tower facilities and parabolic flights have been extensively used for micro-gravity experiments related to dust and regolith dynamics [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Colwell and Taylor (1999) and Colwell (2003) studied micro-gravity collisions into granular surfaces over the course of two different payload experiments aboard the Space Transportation System (Space Shuttle) 25, 26 . Colwell et al. (2015) completed another series of micro-gravity impact tests over three parabolic flights, with the goal of studying low velocity collisions of centimeter sized particles 24 . Goldman and Umbanhower (2008) observe reduced-gravity collisions into granular material by using an Atwood machine to change the effective gravity between a projectile and a surface at their moment of impact 27 . Altshuler et al. (2013) also employs an Atwood machine set-up in order to study extraterrestrial sink dynamics 28 . An Atwood-type machine, using balanced weights linked in a loop, has also been used to simulate the landing of Huygens on Titan and for spacecraft impact tests on small bodies. These experiments had an emphasis on penetrometer tests and had impact velocities of 0.9 to 3 m/s 29 . Other groups use drop-tower experiments to study impacts between solid and agglomerate bodies [30] [31] [32] . By conducting their experiments aboard the Space Shuttle and NASA C-9 airplane, Colwell and Taylor (1999), Colwell (2003) and Colwell et al. (2015) 28 . Additional studies are needed that combine the setup from Altshuler et al. (2013) with lower collision velocities and granular materials that are more representative of the regolith found on small bodies.
The key challenges to designing an asteroid collision experiment are: 1) Finding a way to simulate reduced gravity conditions on Earth, so that the prevailing forces in micro-gravity collisions can be reflected in the experimental results, and 2) simulating low-velocity collisions in such a way that data can be collected over a sufficiently-long time frame. Based on prior success and the opportunity for a customizable set-up, the proposed method to achieve this goal is through the use of an Atwood machine. In this approach, a free-falling projectile impacts a surface with a constant downward acceleration, or an acceleration less than that of gravity, so that the effective surface acceleration felt by the grains is very small. For example, if the projectile is in free-fall and the surface is controlled to have a downward acceleration of 9.0 m/s 2 , then the surface experiences an effective acceleration of .81 m/s 2 . In reducing the effective surface acceleration of the granular material, the confining pressure and interparticle friction will be reduced 21 and the medium's inter-grain cohesion forces will become more important compared to its weight force 33 . Consequently, the properties of the granular material will become more representative of those on an asteroid's surface. Since both the surface and projectile are falling in the Atwood machine set-up, the projectile requires a minimum amount of time to catch the surface before the collision begins. This extended free-fall period provides a solution to the second experimental design challenge and makes it possible to use accelerometers and high-speed cameras for data collection. This type of test would be impossible to perform on a parabolic flight because directional, low-levels of gravity are required to create low-velocity collisions with the granular surface. Gravity levels on a Zero-G aircraft tend to fluctuate around zero.
Goldman and Umbanhower (2008) and Altshuler et al. (2013) conduct reduced-gravity testing using the same method as described above. However, the previous experiments are limited in the range of collision velocities and effective accelerations that their set-ups can attain. Figure 1 compares the velocity and acceleration regimes that are studied by Goldman and Umban- hower (2008), Altshuler et al. (2013) , and this work. The experiment in this work is built into an existing drop-tower structure, which is managed by the Department of Mechanical Structures and Materials at the Institut Supérieur de l'Aéronautique et de l'Espace (ISAESupaero) in Toulouse, France. With 5 meters of available drop height, 25 centimeters of possible separation between the projectile and surface, and a 160 kg surface container, the ISAE set-up can reach lower gravity levels and higher impact velocities than the set-ups used by Goldman and Umbanhower (2008) and Altshuler et al. (2013) . The regime limits for the ISAE drop-tower are based on theoretical values and are dependent on the properties of the granular material being tested (see Section IV).
III. APPARATUS
The idea of effective acceleration drives the design of this experiment and results in the following key features. First, the granular surface is provided a constant downward acceleration using an Atwood machine, or a system of pulleys and counterweights (see Figure 2) . Next, the projectile and surface are simultaneously released from rest, where the starting height of the surface container and the initial separation distance between the projectile and surface are variable and selected based on the desired collision velocity and effective acceleration. Finally, at the end of the data collection period, the surface container is decelerated at a rate that does not result in damage to either the surface container or projectile. iment, with reference to its six primary components: The support structure, the counterweight and pulley system, the surface container, the projectile, the release mechanism, and the deceleration system.
A. Design of the drop tower base structure
The experiment uses ISAE-Supaero's existing drop tower, shown in Figure 4 , for structural support. The drop tower is usually designated for aircraft and material drop-tests 34 , but has been re-purposed to accommodate a counterweight and pulley system. This system makes it possible for materials to fall according to a predefined acceleration, and is key to performing reduced gravity, rather than microgravity, testing. The tower provides approximately 5.5 x .65 x .65 meters of working space and includes an electronically operated motor and pulley system that can be used to raise the container assembly to the desired height. The tower also features two low-friction guide rails that permit test materials to fall and have an impact normal to the structure's base.
B. Design of the pulley system
Four low-friction pulleys are mounted at the top of the structure's frame, and light-weight cords connect the surface container to the counterweights. The counterweights are enclosed inside a hollow tube so that their vertical acceleration and stopping motions can be controlled. The counterweight holders alone weigh 400 g each, and mass can be added to each holder at an increment of 100 to 250 g. The maximum counterweight mass that the current system can support, including the holder mass, is 8.8 kg. However, the holders can be replaced in order to accommodate larger masses. Figure 3 shows the mounted pulley system, counterweight, and guide tube components of the assembly.
C. Design of the surface container, release mechanism, and projectile
The surface container sub-assembly comprises of three parts: the surface container, the release mechanism, and the projectile. The surface container is sized according to a literature review so that the walls of the container will not influence the rebound dynamics of the collision 27, 35 . If the container is too small, then individual grains may interlock instead of moving in relation to one another as they would if unconstrained. The front and back panels of the surface container are made of 10 mm thick Makrolon polycarbonate material, while the two side panels are made of a light-weight 4 mm thick aluminum alloy. The container is fastened and reinforced at its joints using 2017 aluminum alloy members. With the exception of the opening for the release mechanism, the container is closed on all four sides for safety reasons. A narrow beam traverses the center of the container and acts as a support for the electromagnetic release mechanism. An electromagnet is mounted at the end of a supported tube, which can be raised and lowered to change the separation distance between the projectile and the surface. The electronics box for controlling the electromagnet is mounted to the top of the container. Square markings of various orientation are placed on the front face of the container for use during the post-processing of the high-speed camera images. Lastly, two guide pieces fasten to the sides of the container and mate with the rails on the drop tower structure. These guide pieces constrain the container's motion to the vertical direction. Figure 5 shows an illustration the surface container and the location of its different features. The total dry mass of the container assembly is 80 kg and it is filled to a height of approximately 17 cm with ∼80 kg of sand. Detailed discussion of the surface material used will be provided in Murdoch et al. (In Prep., 2016) 36 .
The release mechanism consists of a permanent electromagnet and a contact switch. The contact switch is integrated into the release hook of the surface container such that the switch opens with the container's release. Using an onboard battery system and a electronic control card, the electromagnet is activated after the switch is opened. The activation of the electromagnet cancels the magnetic field of the permanent magnet allowing the projectile to fall. The time between the contact switch opening and the activation of the electromagnet can be adjusted via the onboard electronics to be between ∼40 and 400 ms. For these experiments, the shortest time (40 ms) was used. Testing confirms that the magnetic field generated by the electromagnet does not distort the sensors' measurements. An LED on the surface container's electronics box indicates when the contact switch is tripped so that the high speed camera images can be synchronized with The experiment's projectile, shown in Figure 6 , is fabricated out of 2017 aluminum alloy and is designed to hold two wireless accelerometers (YEI 3-Space Sensors). Spherical markings of various radii are placed on the outside of the sphere and are used for target monitoring during the post-processing of the high-speed camera images.
D. Design of the deceleration system
The surface container is decelerated using two 7 cm thick honeycomb panels. The HexWeb HRH-10 Aramid Fiber panels have a cell size of 4.8 mm and a density of 96 kg/m 3 . Together, the panels can absorb at least 5 kJ of energy, or the equivalent energy of the falling surface container in the most extreme test scenario.
E. Data acquisition
In the experimental set-up, two different methods are available for capturing the motion of surface container and projectile. First, YEI 3-Space Sensors are mounted to the projectile and surface container. These sensors are data-logging devices that contain an Attitude and Heading Reference System (AHRS), an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), and a micro-SD card for on-board data storage. The YEI 3-Space Sensors were specifically selected because of their low mass (28 g), low dynamic range (selectable from ±2g/±4g/±8g with a noise density of 99µg/ √ Hz) and high shock resistance (up to 5000g) 37 . These features allow the sensors to record the impact between the projectile and the sand with high precision and to survive to the final shock at the end of the drop. The sensors can also be integrated into the projectile without impacting its desired design features, such as size and weight. In addition to the accelerometers, an Ultima APX-RS Photron FASTCAM is used, with a Sigma 24-70mm f/2.8 DG lens, to capture high-speed images of the projectile collision at 1,000 frames per second and a 1024 x 1024 pixel resolution. The camera was placed at a distance of ∼2.7 m from front of the surface container, and a focal length of 24 mm was used for the lens.
IV. THEORY
In order to customize this novel Atwood set-up for different experimental trials, several attributes of the system must be calculated. For example, the available ranges of counterweight masses, separation distances between the projectile and container, and starting heights of the container must be identified. The following sections provide a theoretical understanding of the system and the scientific trials that are consequentially available given the set-up's physical constraints.
A. Sizing of the Atwood machine counterweights
The "reduced-gravity" element of the experiment is introduced through the use of a counterweight and pulley system, which allows the surface container to have a constant downward acceleration less than that of gravity. If pulley friction and chord elasticity are neglected, then the controlled acceleration is simply a function of mass. The expression for the surface container's acceleration a s is derived by balancing the forces on the container (subscript, s) and counterweights (subscript, cw) and is given by Equation 1, where m s is the mass of the surface container and m cw is the total combined mass of all counterweights.
B. Calculating the required starting height for experimental trials
It is necessary to calculate the starting drop height of each experimental trial so that a prediction can be made as to where the collision takes place along the height of the drop tower. Having this information serves two purposes. First, it helps bound what effective accelerations and collision velocities can be achieved within the physical limits of the drop tower, and second, it provides an estimate for where the high-speed cameras should be positioned in order to record the collision and rebound phases of the test.
The total drop height can be described by four phases experienced by the projectile: a free-fall phase, a collision phase, a rebound phase, and a deceleration phase. The freefall phase of the experiment begins when the surface (subscript, s) and projectile (subscript, p) are released from rest and ends when the two objects make contact for the first time. The collision phase begins at the end of the free-fall phase and ends when the projectile returns to the same position relative to the surface, after experiencing some level of surface deformation. Even though the projectile may never return to its starting position, such as in the case of a purely inelastic collision, the definition of this phase assumes it does in order to size for the most extreme height case. The rebound phase begins at the end of the collision phase and ends shortly before the projectile impacts the surface for a second time. The duration of the rebound phase depends on the collision's coefficient of restitution (COR), or ratio of energy lost during the collision. For the purposes of this calculation, a value for the collision's COR is estimated from a literature review (see Section IV C), and the rebound phase is considered to begin at the end of the collision phase and end when the projectile has reached a maximum theoretical separation from the surface. Using this alternative definition for the rebound phase decreases the total height of the experiment while still providing an adequate window of time to observe the projectile's rebound behavior. Finally, the deceleration phase begins at the end of the rebound phase and ends as soon as the surface container is brought to a complete stop.
The theoretical distance traveled and time elapsed during each phase can be derived from kinematic equations and energy conservation. The total height (H total ) required for each trial is then equal to the sum of the heights for the free-fall, collision, rebound and deceleration phases (h sd , h sc , h sr and h sdec respectively):
The total height as a function of velocity and time is given by Equation 3 , where V c is the collision velocity, a s is the acceleration of the surface, g is the acceleration of gravity, V sc0 is the velocity of the surface container at the beginning of the collision phase, t c is the estimated collision time, V scF is the velocity of the surface container at the end of the collision phase, and t r is the estimated rebound time :
C. Estimated parameters
Two unknown parameters are required to calculate the total drop height for each experimental trial: the time that elapses during the collision phase (t c ) and the collision's coefficient of restitution (COR) that will determine the rebound time (t r ).
Different collision models can be used to predict the collision time, but only when certain properties of the medium are known. For example, if the equivalent stiffness k * and damping c * of the sand and projectile under low-gravity conditions were known, then the collision time t c could be estimated using the spring-dashpot collision model shown in Equation 4 , where ω d is the damped natural frequency and m i is the mass of the impactor 38 .
When the Young's modulus E of the surface material is known, t c can be estimated using Hertz collision theory for the elastic collision of two spheres:
where E * is the equivalent Young's modulus of the impactor and surface materials, m * is the equivalent mass of the two spheres, and R is the reduced radius of the two spheres 39 :
While the Hertz collision model does not accurately represent collisions into granular materials, it can still be used to obtain a lower bound estimate on collision time. 28 . Goldman and Umbanhower (2008) find a collision time of 0.1 seconds for a 10 g disk impacting glass beads at 60 cm/s, a collision time of 0.08 seconds for a steel sphere with a 1.91 cm radius impacting glass beads at 2.86 m/s, and a collision time of 0.07 seconds for a 147 g nylon sphere impacting glass beads at 47 cm/s 27 . Goldman and Umbanhower (2008) conclude that the collision time for a steel sphere colliding with glass beads is independent on impact velocity for sufficiently high impact velocities, but that a regime change occurs for low collision velocities ( 1.5 m/s), where collision time actually increases with decreasing impact velocity 27 . A study by Ambroso et al. (2005) finds a collision time of approximately 0.04 seconds for a 5 cm diameter wooden sphere impacting glass beads at 226 cm/s 40 . Since the properties of sand under low gravity conditions are unknown and the collisions are likely to be inelastic, it is difficult to predict the collision time using the Spring-dashpot and Hertz collision models. In order to size the experiment structure, an estimate of 0.1 seconds is used for the collision time. This estimate is based on the study by Goldman and Umbanhower (2008). Though results from Altshuler et al. show longer collision times, Goldman and Umbanhower use a more comparable experimental set-up and provides an estimate that still allows for a conservative collision-height calculation.
The second unknown parameter in the height equation is the collision's coefficient of restitution. Space Shuttle payload experiments by Colwell and Taylor (1999) and Colwell (2003) show that the COR for impacts at less than 12 cm/s are either unobservable or as low as 0.02 25, 26 . At the other extreme, analysis of the Hayabusa-1 touchdown data on asteroid Itokawa suggests that the COR is as large as 0.84 16 , although their are many uncertainties associated with this measurement. To make an approximation on the height calculation, an average value for the COR is estimated based on lower and upper bound observations from previous impact experiments. The average value is used instead of the highest value because the beginning of the rebound phase can still be observed even if the COR is underestimated.
The lower estimate is taken as 0.02 based on Colwell (2003), and the upper estimate on COR is taken from studies observing low-velocity collisions between centimeter-sized dust aggregates in drop-tower configurations. Beitz curves on the plot are constructed using Equation 3 , and the shading indicates the range of possible height values caused by estimating the coefficient of restitution and collision time in the calculations, as discussed in Section IV C. The plot shoes that, for a given impact velocity, the required height increases as the effective acceleration decreases. For a given impact velocity, initial separation distance decreases as the effective acceleration increases. As a consequence, the lowest effective acceleration that can be observed, for a given collision velocity in the experiment, is constrained by the drop tower's physical height, and the highest effective acceleration that can be observed is limited to a separation distance that is physically reasonable to setup and measure.
V. RESULTS
The performance of the experimental set-up is analyzed based on a number of qualitative and quantitative factors, such as projectile and surface material visibility, surface container deceleration, system friction, and release synchronization. The descent of the surface container is of particular interest, because the guide rail, pulley, and counterweight guide tube features of the experiment cause the desired acceleration of the surface container to deviate from its theoretical value.
FIG. 8. Top
: acceleration profile for a 160 kg, sand-filled container dropped from a height of 2.20 m. The effective acceleration of the surface material increases as counterweight mass increases. Bottom: zoomed-in view of the surface container's vertical acceleration over the free-fall period. Due to friction, the container's acceleration fluctuates along the length of the rails, though more so at the top of the rails than the bottom.
A. Experiment performance and repeatability
The difference between the surface container's actual and predicted acceleration is analyzed using accelerometer data from drop tests with varied counterweight masses. The top plot in Figure 8 shows the container's vertical acceleration profile for a sand-filled container dropped from a height of 2.20 m and resisted by counterweight masses of 0.8, 2.8, 4.8, and 6.8 kg. The data was smoothed using a low pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 10 Hz. As expected, the surface material's effective acceleration decreases with increasing counterweight mass. Based on Equation 1, a 160 kg surface container should have accelerations of 9.71, 9.47, 9.24, and 9.01 m/s 2 for counterweight masses of 0.8, 2.8, 4.8, and 6.8 kg respectively. The container's acceleration during the experimental trials is determined by averaging the raw accelerometer data during the container's free-fall period, excluding fluctuations from the container's initial release. Table I lists the theoretical and experimental accelerations of the surface container for the different trials depicted in Figure 8 . The percent difference between the actual and predicted accelerations range from 0.93-4.31%, increasing with increasing counterweight mass.
Also as expected, the container's free-fall duration increases as more counterweights are added to the system. The duration of the free-fall phase can be estimated from TABLE I. Comparison of theoretical acceleration (a th ) and experimental accelerations (aex) for a 160 kg, sand-filled surface container dropped from a height of 2.0 m. The container's experimental acceleration is determined by averaging the raw accelerometer data over the container's free-fall period, excluding fluctuations from the container's initial release. The experimental free-fall duration (tex) is estimated by taking the elapsed time between the peaks in the accelerometer data that indicate the initial release and then impact with the honeycomb panels. the experimental trials by taking the elapsed time between the peaks in the accelerometer data that indicate the container's initial release and then its impact with the honeycomb panels. Table I lists the container's estimated free-fall duration for the 2.0 m drop tests. The accelerometer data from these trials is also used to make observations about the combined friction in the guide rails, pulleys, and counterweight guide tubes. The bottom plot in Figure 8 shows a zoomed-in view of the surface container's Y-axis acceleration over the free-fall period. After the container is released, its acceleration fluctuates along the length of the rails, though more so at the top of the rails than the bottom. In addition to friction and cord elasticity, these fluctuations may be caused by deformation in the rails or back-and-forth tilting of the surface container as it falls.
The surface container's deceleration profile is used to quantify the container's shock upon impact with the honeycomb and to verify that the container is brought to a controlled stop. Four drop tests were performed at a height of 3 meters to verify the functionality of the deceleration system. For these tests, a KISTLER type 8704B500 accelerometer with a range of ± 500g and sensitivity of 10.4 mV/g was fixed on the surface container in order to record the container's deceleration profile. As seen in Figure 9 , the surface container experiences a shock of about 80g at impact. The honeycomb panels successfully prevent the container from becoming damaged after the fall.
Accelerometers installed inside of the surface container and projectile are used to analyze the consistency of the electromagnetic release mechanism. Like friction, the conditions of the projectile's release influence the calibration of the container's starting height. If the release of the projectile is not synchronized with the release of the container, than the delay needs to be accounted for so that the projectile's collision with the surface will take place within the camera's fixed viewing window. Though the release of the surface container and projectile are not perfectly synchronous, initial testing reveals that no additional calibration is required to compensate for the dif- ference.
During several of the performance tests, the surface container was partially filled with sand, and high speed cameras were used to capture the container's descent. The images are used to verify that the sand does not lift and obstruct the view of the projectile during the fall. Figure 10 shows a sequence of images for a 2.0 m drop test. For this test, the initial separation distance between the projectile and surface material is ∼ 3.0 cm. The projectile is clearly visible within the camera frame throughout the release, free-fall, and collision phases of the trial.
These trials are also used to study the packing of the surface material upon impact with the honeycomb. If the sand level changes between the start and finish of the experiment, then a method to re-prepare the sand is required so that the bulk density of the surface material remains consistent between trials. In the calibration tests, it was observed that the sand was no longer level at the end of the deceleration phase. Once the sand was brushed however, its level measurement was unchanged from its value at the beginning of the trial. One hypothesis is that the sand compresses during its initial shock, but becomes disturbed and uncompressed during the oscillations that proceed the shock. The deceleration system naturally regulates the bulk density of the surface material, indicating that no extra treatment of the surface sample is likely to be required between trials.
VI. DISCUSSION
Preliminary verification tests indicate that the experiment setup accomplishes its primary purpose: to provide a surface container with a controllable downward acceleration so that a free-falling projectile may impact a surface in a reduced-gravity state. Figure 11 shows the acceleration profiles of the projectile and surface container for a scientific trial with a starting drop height of 2.20 m, an initial separation distance between the projectile and surface of 3 cm, and a counterweight mass of 4.8 kg. The data was smoothed using a low pass filter in MAT-LAB, with a cut-off frequency of 10 Hz. In this trial, the surface has an effective acceleration of approximately 0.82 m/s 2 . The surface container and projectile are released from rest around the 0.40 second mark. Then, the projectile and surface container are in free-fall until the projectile collides with the surface at 0.75 seconds. The collision phase lasts for approximately 0.19 seconds, or nearly twice as long as the duration used in theoretical calculations, and does not result in a detectable rebound. After an estimated 0.67 seconds of free-fall, the surface container collides with the honeycomb panels and begins to decelerate. A complete analysis of the collision dynamics from this trial, as well as other trials with varying parameters, will be part of a future study.
The combined realities of friction and air drag cause the container's downward acceleration to deviate from its theoretical value. There is also a significant shock that can observed on the surface sensor (at ∼0.5 s in Figure  11 ) shortly after the release when the chain, visible in Figure 5 , falls onto the box. This is, however, not problematic as long as the chain impact occurs well before the projectile collides with the sand. In the experiment's current state, friction is difficult to correct for because it varies significantly with time. However, to reduce the impacts of friction on the container's acceleration profile, a lubricate can be added and re-applied to the guide rails between trials. The experimental trials can also be configured so that the drop height is skewed towards the bottom of the tower, where the container's acceleration profile tends to fluctuate the least.
Without adding additional counterweight mass to the system, the surface container is naturally slowed to a downward acceleration of approximately 0.1 m/s 2 , marking the lowest possible effective acceleration that the setup can achieve. This acceleration is within the scope of planned trials and is less than that of asteroids (1) Ceres and (4) Vesta, with surface gravities of 0.29 m/s 2 and 0.25 m/s 2 , respectively 41, 42 . The largest effective acceleration that has currently been tested, 1 m/s 2 is comparable to the surface gravity of Saturn's moon Enceladus.
Accelerations lower than 0.1 m/s 2 can be achieved by re-designing the set-up for a free-falling container. This would eliminate the constraints that rail friction imposes on the system. In addition, the unique experimental data obtained in these trials may also be valuable to benchmark different numerical simulation approaches (Distinct Element Method, Finite Element Method, etc.). These simulations can then subsequently be used to extrapolate the results to even lower gravity regimes.
Measurements of the surface material's level before and after each trial indicate that the system inherently disturbs the material during the deceleration process, effectively holding the bulk density of the surface material constant between trials. If as few as 2 trials are performed on a given day, then no additional actions are required to prepare the sand between each trial. However, the level of the sand should still be monitored between trials so that it can be treated in the case that packing is observed.
In addition to providing quantitative insight into the setup's performance, calibration trials help configure the setup's data acquisition tools and ground support equipment. These activities include optimization of camera placement, camera lighting, and camera and accelerometer settings.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The presented design has been used to study lowvelocity collisions into granular surfaces. The first round of testing used a 10 cm metallic sphere as a projectile and sand as a surface simulant. The collision velocities and effective accelerations that can be attained in this setup are constrained by the size and physical limitations of the drop-tower structure. The system can currently support effective accelerations of ∼0.1 to 1 m/s 2 , though higher values can be reached by simply adding more counterweight mass to the pulley sub-system. Other test parameters are easily adjustable and open-up possibilities for future experimentation. For example, the release mechanism can support changes to the size, mass, and shape of the projectile, while the container can hold a range of surface simulant depths and materials.
Since the surface materials in this set-up are subject to the effects of gravity at all times, this set-up does not have the same concern for particulate lift as parabolic flight experiments. Therefore, there are no limitations from the perspective of the initial release as to the size or material of granular matter that can be used. However, it should be noted that air resistance may be a limiting factor in grain-size selection. The interstitial air effect is negligible for grains with diameters > 0.1 mm 43, 44 . This is demonstrated specifically for low-speed impacts into a granular material by Katsuragi and Durian (2007) 45 . The only constraint to the type of solid material that can be used in the current set-up is that it must survive the shock of deceleration.
Outside of collision experiments, this setup can be used to test the general strength and structural properties of granular materials in reduced-gravity environments. For instance, the surface container can be redesigned to incorporate penetrometers and shear tools. The container can also be redesigned to accept entire mobility or sampling mechanisms in order to validate the mechanism's at-rest and in-motion surface interactions. For these tests, the particle size and effective acceleration of the surface material can be altered to mimic the properties of small bodies or large asteroids and comets. The limiting factor in using this setup for other experiments is the short duration of the drop time. If the surface container freefalls (i.e., no counterweights) from the maximum possible drop height of 5 meters, only 1 second elapses before the container impacts the deceleration material.
The drop tower structure, the counterweight and pulley system, and the deceleration system are stand-alone components of the experiment in the sense that they do not require any redesign or re-calibration in order to be used for other tests. This aspect of the experiment makes it ideal for frequent, inexpensive, and repeatable experimentation.
